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Majorana braiding in networks of 1D  
topological superconductors with ”T-junctions”

problems with large ”diabatic” errors… 
(from corrections to adiabatic exchange processes)
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Experimental search for Majoranas in 1D p-wave superconductors 
                                                           simplest, most easily accessible...
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”spinless” 1D p-wave superconductor 
by s-wave proximity effect 
J. D. Sau et al., PRL (2010) 
Y. Oreg et al., PRL (2010) 
J. Alicea, PRB (2010) 
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conductance peaks  
indicate a midgap state... 
Majorana zero mode?

V. Mourik et al., Science (2012) 
reproduced in other experiments

Experimental search for Majoranas in 1D p-wave superconductors
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Majorana zero mode?

V. Mourik et al., Science (2012) 
reproduced in other experiments
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spinful electrons 
no Majoranas



conductance peaks  
indicate a midgap state... 
Majorana zero mode?

V. Mourik et al., Science (2012) 
reproduced in other experiments

Experimental search for Majoranas in 1D p-wave superconductors

spinful electrons 
no Majoranas no proximity pairing 

no Majoranas



S. Nadj-Perge et al., Science (2014)
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This concludes part I of the course…

We have covered the basics of noninteracting fermionic symmetry-protected 
topological phases in 1D and 2D (topological band insulators and superconductors).

What about

• effects from interactions?
• details and status of experiments?
• 3D topological insulators? 
• details of the ”bulk-boundary correspondence”?
• Weyl and Dirac semimetals?
• topologically ordered systems (long-range entanglement)?
• ….

We’ll touch upon some of these points later in the course. 
Others are left for self study…(Knowing the language, it shouldn’t be too hard 😊 ) 


